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Data Use Challenges
What common challenges do Earth 
science and hydrologic data users 
encounter?
• Data discovery
• Data use
• Identifying key resources about the 
data.
• Accessing introductory material (for 
unfamiliar users).
• Determining what methods to used –
data processing, quality control and 
analysis.
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Data Use Challenges
To address these challenges, what 
difficulties are presented?
How can data and resources be linked in 
order to improve the data spin-up time?
How can we work to educate unfamiliar 
users?
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What is a Knowledge Base?
• Think “Google Search”.
• Developed by Google in 
2012 to enhance the results 
of its search engine by 
systematically linking 
information.
• Aggregates structured and 
detailed information about a 
defined topic.
• Enables users to resolve 
their query without having 
to navigate and assemble 
information manually.
• Why not apply it to Earth 
science and hydrologic data 
and information?
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Project Objectives
1. Identify key science 
information and develop an 
information model.
2. Extract key information from 
scientific literature (e.g. 
hypothesis, conclusions, 
methods, datasets, variables, 
etc.).
3. Link scientific knowledge to 
datasets, resources, services 
and scientists.
4. Develop a knowledge-based 
search capability for NASA 
Earth Science.
Google, The Knowledge Graph
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Technical Approach
Terminology 
What is an entity?
A thing with distinct and independent existence.
Examples: Variables, datasets, instruments, platforms etc.
What is a relationship?
The connection between two entities.
Example: “Snow water equivalent (SWE) is retrieved by AMSR-2”.
SWE AMSR-2
Relationship:
retrievedBy
Entity:
Instrument
Entity:
Variable
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Technical Approach
Information Model
Development based on the 
Global Changing Information 
System (GCIS) information 
model
The information model defines 
entities and relationships 
pertinent to NASA Earth 
science and hydrologic data, 
publications and resources.
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Technical Approach
Key Challenge
Knowledge base construction uses both structured and unstructured content (e.g., 
journal articles).
Structured Content
• Metadata, tables, controlled vocabularies
Unstructured Content
• Journal articles, ATB documents, user 
guides
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Technical Approach
How do we extract entities from 
unstructured content?
• Natural language processing (NLP) –
Computers analyzing, understanding and 
deriving meaning from human language.
• Semantic Entity Recognition (SER) – NLP 
technique used to identify entities in text.  
• Use NLP (SER) techniques to identify 
entities within the unstructured text. 
• Apply to journal publication text to extract 
and identify data, models, methods, people, 
and institutions (i.e., entities).
• Generate a truth set – Dictionary of known 
models, science keywords, CMR NASA 
Earth science data catalogue.
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Technical Approach
Vocabularies, 
Dictionaries, 
CMR Catalogue
SNL/ SER
Information 
Table
Apply 
Information 
Model 
Identify 
Relationships
New 
Knowledge
Training Set
Compare 
Results
Manual Entity 
Extraction
SME
AGU 
Publications
Accuracy 
Threshold?
Yes
No
Refine 
Algorithm
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Preliminary Results
Example of extracted and populated 
information from unstructured sources
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Data Use Challenges
To address these challenges, what 
difficulties are presented?
How can data resources be linked in order to 
improve the data spin-up time?
How can we work to educate unfamiliar 
users?
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Other Resources
Challenge - Publications and technical documents often prove difficult for new and 
unfamiliar users to digest.
NASA Global Hydrology Resource Center (GHRC) Data Active Archive Center 
(DAAC)
NASA Short-term Prediction Research and Transition Center (SPoRT)
What resources are available to introduce data, methods and concepts?
• GHRC DAAC Data Recipes
• GHRC DAAC Micro Articles
• NASA SPoRT Quick Guides
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NASA GHRC DAAC Data Recipes
What is a Data Recipe?
Tutorials or step-by-step instructions 
to help users learn how to discover, 
visualize and use data, information, 
software and techniques. 
Types of Data Recipes
• Using netCDF data in ArcGIS
• GHRC tool tutorials
• Python notebooks and scripts
• Data format conversions and 
georeferencing
Discover GHRC Data Recipes Here
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NASA GHRC DAAC Micro Articles
What is a Micro Article?
A short, interesting document that 
brings together data and key science 
concepts 
Creates a knowledge base for users by 
curating around GHRC’s data and 
science thematic areas 
Types of Micro Articles
• Instruments
• Phenomena
• Events or Case Studies
• Publications
Discover Micro Articles Here
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NASA SPoRT Quick Guides
What is a Quick Guide?
Short, easy to use resources that 
highlight key aspects of a data 
product or tool.
Intended to assists forecasters in 
quickly recalling information during 
times of operation.
Available Forms
• Download/print
• Interactive web browser
• Interactive through personal 
display system
Discover SPoRT Quick Guides here
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Other Resources
How do these benefit Earth science and hydrologic applications?
• These resources provide introductory information that is easy to read and 
understand without overwhelming users.
• Each point to additional documents for more detailed information.
• Each contain information on commonly used data, models, and software.
• They link directly to data, helping users understand a dataset and how to apply it 
towards research or applications.
• Populating this information within a knowledge graph allows users to search and 
discover information on data and methods for a broad user community.
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Next Steps
• Investigate generating easy to understand resources in a structured format to 
allow more seamless integration within the knowledge graph.
• Continue refining SER for Earth Science
• Continue building and evaluate a training set for SER (working with graduate 
students and SMEs)
• Scale efforts to to all Earth Science related journal titles in the Wiley Online 
Library
• Begin mining graphs to obtain new information
• Prediction of relationship between entities (i.e., Network Link Prediction)
• Automatic generation of new content (e.g., MicroArticles)
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Benefits to NASA Earth Science and Hydrology
• Addresses the challenge in navigating the increasing volume of 
data and information.
• To provide an operational knowledge base to enhance NASA’s 
Earth science research.
Beneficial Applications
• Hypothesis formulation and testing:
• Automate the search for and compilation of background information.
• Given a topic, what hypotheses have been tested?
• What data/tools are being used to test a hypothesis?
• Common paths to knowledge discovery. 
• Mission development/review:
• What kinds of instruments/parameters are needed to specify science 
objectives?
• Impact of a mission by linking it with publications and dataset 
distribution.
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Thank you, questions?
amanda.m.weigel@nasa.gov
NASA/MSFC Data Science Informatics Group
